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’ INTRODUCTION

Bicellar mixtures continue to attract attention due to their
considerable advantages as model membrane systems, as de-
scribed in a multitude of review articles.1�12 They consist of
mixtures of short-chain and long-chain amphiphiles,13,14 as
typified by the canonical mixture of dihexanoylphosphatidylcho-
line (DHPC) and dimyristoylphosphatidyl choline (DMPC)
introduced by Sanders and Shwonek.15 The DMPC assembles
into a planar bilayer stabilized at its edges by a coating of DHPC.
The popularity of bicellar mixtures stems in large part from their
propensity to align in a magnetic field, a result of their inherent
diamagnetic susceptibility anisotropy: a property which renders

them extremely useful as biomembrane mimics for solid state16�36

and solution state37�42 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
studies of membrane proteins and membrane-associating bio-
molecules,43�55 and as an orienting medium for NMR structural
studies of soluble proteins and nucleic acids.56�68

The structures into which bicellar mixtures self-assemble
display considerable morphological plasticity. At least three
major influences have been identified, with these being (1) the
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ABSTRACT: Bicellar model membranes composed of 1,2-dimyristoylpho-
sphatidylcholine (DMPC) and 1,2-dihexanoylphosphatidylcholine (DHPC),
with a DMPC/DHPC molar ratio of 5, and doped with the negatively charged
lipid 1,2-dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol (DMPG), at DMPG/DMPC molar
ratios of 0.02 or 0.1, were examined using small angle neutron scattering
(SANS), 31P NMR, and 1H pulsed field gradient (PFG) diffusion NMR with
the goal of understanding temperature effects on the DHPC-dependent
perforations in these self-assembled membrane mimetics. Over the tempera-
ture range studied via SANS (300�330 K), these bicellar lipid mixtures
exhibited a well-ordered lamellar phase. The interlamellar spacing d increased
with increasing temperature, in direct contrast to the decrease in d observed
upon increasing temperature with otherwise identical lipid mixtures lacking
DHPC. 31P NMR measurements on magnetically aligned bicellar mixtures of
identical composition indicated a progressive migration of DHPC from regions
of high curvature into planar regions with increasing temperature, and in accord
with the “mixed bicelle model” (Triba, M. N.;Warschawski, D. E.; Devaux, P. E.
Biophys. J. 2005, 88, 1887�1901). Parallel PFG diffusion NMR measurements
of transbilayer water diffusion, where the observed diffusion is dependent on the fractional surface area of lamellar perforations,
showed that transbilayer water diffusion decreased with increasing temperature. A model is proposed consistent with the SANS, 31P
NMR, and PFG diffusion NMR data, wherein increasing temperature drives the progressive migration of DHPC out of high-
curvature regions, consequently decreasing the fractional volume of lamellar perforations, so that water occupying these perforations
redistributes into the interlamellar volume, thereby increasing the interlamellar spacing.
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molar ratio, Q, of long-chain to short-chain amphiphiles, (2) the
lipid/water ratio, and (3) the temperature. From results obtained
with a host of physical techniques, including electron microscopy
(EM),69�71

fluorescence spectroscopy,72NMR,73�76 small angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS),77 and small angle neutron scattering
(SANS),8,77�82 the following general, if not universal, consensus
has emerged. At low Q, or at low lipid concentrations, or at
temperatures below the DMPC gel-to-liquid-crystalline phase
transition (Tm), bicellar mixtures do not magnetically align and
appear discoidal with DHPC occupying the edges of a DMPC
bilayer disk, as per the “ideal” bicelle model.83 At higher Q and
higher lipid concentration and at temperatures above the Tm of
DMPC, the morphology evolves to a magnetically alignable
nematic phase consisting of lamellar structures far larger in
dimension than contemplated by the ideal bicelle model, pre-
sumably stabilized by a coating of DHPC at the edges.

Using SANS, the morphology of the magnetically alignable
nematic phase of canonical DMPC/DHPC bicellar mixtures has
been characterized as consisting of single-bilayer-thickness ribbon-
like aggregates,80,81 a result confirmed by cryo-transmission EM70

and, recently, NMR.84 However, when such bicellar mixtures
contain the negatively charged phospholipid DMPG, a swollen
lamellar phase is observed by SANS.78 Such a lamellar phase is also
observed upon adding small amounts of lanthanide ions, such as
Tm3þ or Yb3þ, which bind with high affinity to the phosphates of
the constituent phospholipids.85 The presence of surface-bound
lanthanides also induces a realignment of the bilayer normal, from its
spontaneous orientation perpendicular to the appliedmagnetic field
to one that is parallel, with this being directly the result of the
positive magnetic susceptibility anisotropy introduced upon lantha-
nide binding.86,87 This smectic phase was proposed to consist of
perforated “Swiss cheese”-like lamellae,86 a morphology confirmed
by SANS experiments78,87 and supported by electron paramagnetic
resonance88 and NMR measurements.89,90

The role of charge in influencing the morphology of bicellar
mixtures is clearly pivotal but, for the most part, not well
understood. In addition to those features noted above, adding
charged species to bicellar mixtures has been shown to improve
the stability and the quality of alignment of the resultant self-
assembly in an external magnetic field.91,92 However, these
charged bicellar mixtures exhibit complex SANS diffraction
patterns which are not easily interpreted.93

In order to better understand how surface charge affects the
lamellar phase of bicellar mixtures, we report here the use of a
combination of SANS and NMR measurements to examine
temperature effects on aDMPC/DHPCbicellarmixture containing
added DMPG at several molar ratios R = DMPG/DMPC. SANS
provides a number of useful morphological parameters including, in
particular for the present purposes, the bilayer thickness and the
lamellar repeat spacing.8 31P NMR provides a means to assess the
quality of magnetic alignment of the bicellar mixture, as well as the
equilibrium distribution of DHPC between planar and edge
regions.94 Diffusion NMR can be a useful probe of bicellar
morphology89,90 and, in the current context, via measurements of
the transbilayer diffusion of water in bicellar mixtures, provides the
means to evaluate the degree of lamellar perforation.95

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation. DMPC (1,2-dimyristoylphosphatidyl-
choline), DHPC (1,2-dihexanoylphosphatidylcholine), and DMPG

(1,2-dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol) were purchased from Avanti
Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL) and were used without further purification.

For SANS measurements, lipid mixtures of DMPC and DHPC were
prepared, having a constant molar ratio DMPC/DHPC = 5, to which
DMPG was added at molar ratios of R = DMPG/DMPC = 0.02 and 0.1.
The dry lipid powders were hydrated in D2O (99.9% purity, Chalk River
Laboratories) to a total lipid concentration,CL, of 20 wt % and dispersed by
cycling between low (∼277 K) and high (∼323 K) temperatures in
combination with vortexmixing.86,87Another set of samples lacking DHPC
was prepared for SANS,wherein pureDMPCwasmixedwithDMPGat the
sameR values as above, this time usingmethanol as the solvent. The solvent
was then removed under a stream of dry air while keeping the sample at
∼333 K, and the sample was subsequently placed under vacuum for several
hours to remove any remaining traces of methanol. The resulting dry lipid
film was hydrated and dispersed in D2O to a CL of 20 wt % following the
same procedure as the samples with DHPC.

For NMR measurements, dry lipid mixtures of DMPC, DMPG, and
DHPC were prepared, having a constant molar ratio (DMPCþ DMPG)/
DHPC≈ 5, with DMPG present at molar ratios of R = DMPG/DMPC =
0.02 and 0.1. The dry lipid powders were dispersed in a volume of 1:1 (v/v)
H2O/D2Ocontaining YbCl3 sufficient to achieve a Yb

3þ/lipid ratio of 1/75
and a total lipid concentration, CL, of 20 wt %. These mixtures were then
subjected to essentially the same temperature cycling and vortexing
procedure described above for SANS samples. Yb3þ was included in order
to achieve the positive magnetic alignment desired for conducting NMR
diffusion measurements of transbilayer water diffusion.
Small Angle Neutron Scattering. Both neutron scattering and

X-ray diffraction are capable of obtaining lamellar spacings and resolving the
density profile across lipid bilayers. Neutrons were used here for two
reasons: (1) to avoid potential sample damage fromexposure to high energy
X-rays, and (2) because the oscillating-flow cell with the correct geometry is
available commercially. Neutron scattering experiments were carried out at
theNational ResearchUniversal (NRU) reactor (Chalk River Laboratories,
Canada) using either the N5 or E3 diffractometer. At N5, the (002)
reflection of a pyrolytic-graphite monochromator was used to select 2.37 Å
wavelength (λ) neutrons, whereas at E3 λ = 2.327 Å neutrons were
obtained using the (113) reflection of a germanium monochromator. At
N5, an additional pyrolytic-graphite filter was used to suppress the higher
energy harmonics scattered by the (002) reflection.

Samples were transferred into rectangular flow cells of dimensions
0.05 � 1.0 � 4.0 cm3 (Starna Cells, Inc.) at 277 K, a temperature where
the samples exhibit low viscosity. The sample cell was sandwiched between
two aluminum blocks, whose temperature was controlled via a circulating
water bath.81 An oscillating shear flow along the sample cell’s long axis
(4.0 cm) was applied when the samples were heated to T∼ 323 K, aligning
the bilayer normals perpendicular to the major face (1.0� 4.0 cm2) of the
flow cell. After shearing, the bilayers remained aligned for several days.

The incident monochromatic neutron beam impinged on the
0.05 � 4.0 cm2 face of the sample cell. Samples were equilibrated at
each temperature for 30 min prior to exposure. Diffraction experi-
ments covered wave vector transfers q = 4π sin(θ)/λ from 0.03 to
0.26 Å�1, where 2θ is the scattering angle. However, because of a
strong refraction peak interference at 0.19 Å�1, possibly arising from
material (quartz) in the shear cell, the maximal q was truncated at
∼0.17 Å�1. The Δλ/λ was less than 2% for the monochromators.
Both incident (before sample) and diffracted (after sample) beams
were collimated with a channel (19 in. length� 1/10 in. width� 1 in.
height), resulting in a total resolution of Δq/q ∼ 30% at q = 0.03 Å�1

and ∼5% at q = 0.17 Å�1.
From SANS diffraction patterns versus q, the average separation, d, of

the lamellae can be readily derived through a linear regression,

qh ¼
2π

d
h ð1Þ
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where h is the order of diffraction and qh is the center of the hth Bragg
peak, determined by fitting a Gaussian distribution.

For reasons to be discussed later, the bilayer thickness, dB, of bilayers
containing DHPC could not be accurately estimated using the usual
relation d = dB/φl, where φl is the lipid volume fraction.96 Therefore, dB
of these systems was estimated by defining a model for the scattering
length density (SLD) profile normal to the bilayers. Recently, Ku�cerka
et al. have reported on several SLD models with varying complexities.97

As a result of the limited q-space sampled, and the need to keep the
number of adjustable parameters to a minimum (see below), we used a
slab SLD profile described by

SLDðzÞ ¼
Δb �

1

2
dB < z < þ

1

2
dB

0 otherwise

8

<

:

ð2Þ

whereΔb is the difference between the mean lipid SLD and that of D2O.
Fourier transforming eq 2 produces the theoretical bilayer form factor
F(q) as a continuous function of q.

FðqÞ ¼ 2Δb
sinðqdB=2Þ

q
ð3Þ

The intensity scattered by a single bilayer is given by

IðqÞ �

�

�FðqÞ
�

�

2

q
ð4Þ

where 1/q is the standard Lorentz correction factor for aligned
samples. In the case of a stack of bilayers, as in the present experiment,
the one-dimensional Fourier transform is sampled at discrete q values.
Explicitly, the experimental form factor, Fh, for each Bragg reflection is
given by the square root of the integrated peak intensity, obtained
from a Gaussian fit, multiplied by the corresponding value of q (see
eq 4), so that dB may be determined by fitting eq 3 to the |Fh|

2. It
should be noted that the signal/background ratio was >3 even in the
worse case and that the background intensity was assumed to follow a
q�2 dependence.

An alternative method for estimating dB would be to calculate the
SLD profile through a Fourier synthesis as follows,

SLDðzÞ ¼ ∑
hmax

h¼ 1

Rh

�

�Fh
�

�

2
cosð2πhz=dÞ ð5Þ

where Rh =(1 is the phase factor. However, when the number of quasi-
Bragg peaks is limited, as in most cases here, and when these peaks have
the same phase, as they do here since d > 100 Å, there are strong Fourier
truncation artifacts, making it difficult to determine the bilayer/water
interface from the calculated SLD profiles. In contrast, eq 3 requires only
two adjustable parameters, so that even when a limited number of Bragg
reflections is available, reasonable estimates of dB are possible. Note that,
because of the low resolution SLD model used, the dB values obtained
are not absolute values.97,98 Thus, our emphasis is on the relative
changes of dB as a function of temperature.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. Bicellar mix-

tures prepared as above were transferred into a 5 mmNMR sample tube
at 277 K and placed in the bore of a 500 MHz NMR spectrometer. The
sample temperature was then raised to 308 K. An annealing procedure
was carried out involving repeated cycling of the temperature between
293 and 308 K with 10�15 min of equilibration at either extreme to
encourage magnetic alignment. The quality of the magnetic alignment
was assessed via 31P NMR spectroscopy.

All NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Infinity 500 MHz NMR
spectrometer using a Varian 5 mm double resonance liquid probe
equipped with gradient coils along the z-direction. The sample

temperature was controlled to the desired value ( 0.5 K, as calibrated
separately using ethylene glycol.99

31P NMR spectra were recorded at 202.31 MHz using a single pulse
excitation, quadrature detection, complete phase cycling of the pulses,
and WALTZ proton decoupling during the signal acquisition with a
proton decoupler field strength of 2 kHz. Typical acquisition parameters
are as follows: a 90� pulse length of 25 μs, a recycle delay of 3 s, a spectral
width of 100 kHz, and an 8k data size. Spectra were processed with an
exponential multiplication equivalent to 50 Hz line broadening prior to
Fourier transformation and were referenced to 85% phosphoric acid.

1H NMR diffusion measurements were performed at 499.78 MHz
using the stimulated echo (STE) pulsed field gradient (PFG)
procedure,100 with square gradient pulses of constant duration (5 ms)
and variable gradient pulse amplitude, directed along the longitudinal
(z) axis exclusively. Typical acquisition parameters are as follows: a 90�
pulse length of 16 μs, a spin echo delay of 10 ms, a stimulated echo delay
between 100 and 1000 ms, a recycle delay of 5 s, a spectral width of 10
kHz and a 4K data size. The phases of the radio frequency pulses were
cycled to eliminate unwanted echoes.101 Spectra were processed with an
exponential multiplication equivalent to 5 Hz line broadening prior to
Fourier transformation and were referenced to tetramethylsilane
(TMS). Gradient strength was calibrated from the known diffusion
coefficient of HDO at 25 �C.102 Proton T1 relaxation times were
measured using a standard inversion recovery protocol.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Small Angle Neutron Scattering. Figure 1 shows the SANS
patterns for all samples equilibrated at 304 K. Up to three orders
of quasi-Bragg reflections, indicating one-dimensional lamellar
order, can be distinguished. The scattering contrast for lipid
mixtures containing DHPC was significantly higher than for
those without, most probably due to superior alignment in the
presence of DHPC.
Qualitatively, the interlamellar spacing d is inversely related to

the position of the quasi-Bragg reflections. Thus, Figure 1 shows
that for DMPC/DMPG mixtures, d was practically identical for
the R = 0.1 and 0.02 samples. Likewise, for the DMPC/DHPC/
DMPGmixtures, differences in the lamellar spacing d for the R =
0.1 and 0.02 cases were minor.

Figure 1. Neutron diffraction data for DMPC/DHPC/DMPG mix-
tures (Q = 5, R = 0.02 (þ) or 0.1 (/), Cl = 20 wt %) and DMPC/DMPG
mixtures (R = 0.02 (2) or 0.1 (9), Cl = 20 wt %) at 304 K. Data have
been shifted vertically for better visualization of the individual scattering
patterns.
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Quantitatively, eq 1 is employed to extract the interlamellar
spacing d. Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of d for
the DMPC/DMPG,R = 0.1mixture and for theDMPC/DHPC/
DMPG, R = 0.02 and 0.1 mixtures. It is evident that the
interlamellar spacing is smaller when DHPC is present than
when it is absent, at all but the highest temperatures. The
DMPC/DMPG mixture lacking DHPC displayed a monotonic
decrease of d with increasing temperature. For the latter mixture,
the bilayer thickness dB can be estimated simply using the
relation, d = dB/Φl, where Φl is the volume fraction of lipid.96

One finds that dB gradually decreases from ∼36 Å at 300 K to
∼33 Å at 333 K. Such values are comparable to those reported in
the literature for both DMPC/DMPG78,79 and pure DMPC
bilayers.98 The gradual thinning of the bilayer with increasing
temperature is the result expected given the corresponding
increase in the probability of trans�gauche isomerizations along
the hydrocarbon chains of the lipid molecules.103,104

In contrast, the DHPC-containing DMPC/DMPG mixtures
exhibit an increase of d with increasing temperature. Estimating
the bilayer thickness dB of these DHPC-containing mixtures
directly from the raw diffraction data using d = dB/Φl, as above,
given the volume fraction of lipid Φl, yields values of dB on the
order of 23�25 Å. Such values of the bilayer thickness are much
smaller than those previously reported for the same system,
where a dB value of ∼32 Å was determined from an analysis
of SANS data for DMPC/DHPC unilamellar vesicle
dispersions.78,79,105,106 Moreover, and in further contrast to the
behavior of DMPC/DMPG mixtures lacking DHPC, this method
of analysis uncritically applied yields an apparent increase of
dBwith increasing temperature, from∼23 Å at 300 K to∼25 Å at
333 K, for DMPC/DMPG mixtures containing DHPC.
In order to better estimate dB for the DHPC-containing

mixtures, we applied the protocol described in the Materials
and Methods, wherein eq 3 is fit to experimental form factors
|Fh|

2, assuming a specific model for the scattering length density
perpendicular to the bilayer. Figure 3 shows a typical fit, for the

particular case of the DMPC/DHPC/DMPG (R = 0.1) mixture
at 328 K, yielding dB = 33( 1 Å, a value in good agreement with
the bilayer thickness of DMPC/DHPC unilamellar vesicles
reported in the literature,35,36,61,62 and comparable to the values
of dB for DMPC/DMPG mixtures reported here. When evalu-
ated in this fashion as a function of temperature, as shown in
Figure 4, it is evident that, despite the simplicity of the scattering
density model used, likewise for DMPC/DHPC/DMPG mix-
tures, increasing temperature produces bilayer thinning.
Since for all systems dB decreases with increasing temperature,

the contra-variant temperature dependence of the interlamellar
spacing d in DMPC/DMPG versus DMPC/DHPC/DMPG
mixtures must be due to differences in the temperature depen-
dence of the average interbilayer separation, dW = d � dB.
One factor influencing the interlamellar spacing is increased

thermal undulations of the bilayers at higher temperatures.

Figure 2. Interlamellar spacing, d, as a function of temperature for the
DMPC/DMPG mixture with R = 0.1 (b) and the DMPC/DHPC/
DMPG mixtures with R = 0.1 (0) or R = 0.02 (]). Values for the R =
0.02 sample (data not shown) were similar to those for the R = 0.1
sample for the DMPC/DMPG mixture.

Figure 3. Lorentz corrected Bragg peak intensities (b) for the R = 0.1
DMPC/DHPC/DMPGmixture at 328 K. The solid line is a fit of eq 3 to
the data, yielding dB = 33 ( 1 Å. The inset to the figure shows the
corresponding SLD profile.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the membrane thickness dB for
the R = 0.1 DMPC/DHPC/DMPG (9) mixture.
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Thermal undulations of bilayers result in an excess bilayer area
ΔA, given by,

ΔA

A
¼

kBT

4πk
ln

qmax
qmin

 !

ð6Þ

where A is the projected area of the bilayer, T is the temperature,
κ is the bending rigidity of the bilayer, and qmax and qmin are the
high and low wavelength cutoffs, respectively.107,108 The depen-
dence of d on lipid volume fraction, ΦL, is then given by,

d ¼
dB
φL

1þ
ΔA

A

� �

ð7Þ

so that, in the limit of very high κ, ΔA f 0 and d attains its
minimum possible value, dmin, for a given ΦL. However, in the
case of highly flexible bilayers,ΔA/A is non-negligible so that not
only can d be significantly larger than dmin,

109 but, since ΔA is
directly proportional to T, d can increase with T. On the other
hand, increasing the surface charge density σ in otherwise flexible
bilayers, such as surfactant systems with κ ∼ kBT, gradually
stiffens the bilayers, thereby decreasingΔA and producing lower
values of d.110,111 In the systems investigated here (i.e., κ ∼
20kBT), thermal undulations should not significantly affect d.

112

Moreover, the surface charge density arising from the presence of
DMPG should further increase bilayer rigidity.113�116 Thus, we
do not consider thermal undulations to be the likely cause of the
observed increase of d with increasing temperature for the
DMPC/DHPC/DMPG mixtures.
Another possible explanation for the increase of d with

increasing temperature observed in DMPC/DHPC/DMPG
mixtures is a progressive annealing of porelike defects in the
bilayers. At low temperatures, such bicellar mixtures display an
isotropic phase made up of diskoidal assemblies consisting of
DMPC/DMPG-rich planar regions edged by a DHPC-rich
coating. At higher temperature, the disks fuse into extended
lamellar sheets perforated by DHPC-lined pores.78,79,81 Similar
behavior is observed in zwitterionic bicellar mixtures of DMPC
andDHPC, with one difference being that the disks first fuse into
a nematic phase of ribbonlike structures before forming
lamellae.78,79 The formation of ribbons and lamellae can be
rationalized by assuming a gradual decrease in the DHPC
available to stabilize edge regions due to an increased miscibility
of DHPC with DMPC at higher temperatures.94 Consequently,
once the lamellar morphology is achieved, further temperature
increases reduce the number and/or size of the DHPC-lined pores,
effectively squeezing out the water that once occupied the holes.
Since these mixtures are not under excess water conditions, the
“squeezed-out”water must find its way between the lamellae, giving
rise to larger d values with increasing temperature.
The SANS data provide an indication that such an effect is

indeed occurring. Specifically, the fractional area of the bilayers
occupied by pores, fpores, can be estimated from the relation fpores
= (dmin � d)/dmin, where dmin, the lamellar repeat spacing for
ideally flat, defect-free bilayers, is given by dB/ΦL in eq 7. Figure 5
shows the variation of fpores with temperature, where the trends
clearly support the notion that the pores are annealing at higher
temperatures. Note that the calculation of ΦL assumes that
essentially all the DHPC is resident within the self-assembly and
not partitioned into the water: an assumption which is valid
under these conditions to within a few percent of the total DHPC
content.94

NuclearMagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy.The annealing
of DHPC-lined pores with increasing temperature indicated by
the SANS data described above can be examined independently
using NMR. Figure 6 shows a series of 31P NMR spectra of a
positively magnetically aligned DMPC/DHPC/DMPG (Q =
5.0, R = 0.1) mixture at various temperatures. At 298 K, near the
gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition temperature of DMPC
(and DMPG), the spectrum consists of a narrow isotropic
component, assigned to DHPC, superimposed on a broad
powder pattern, assigned to DMPCþDMPG. The fact that a
powder spectrum is observed indicates that this bicellar mixture
has not yet aligned in the magnetic field of the NMR spectro-
meter. Once the temperature increases significantly, however,
one observes that the DMPCþDMPG powder component
narrows, yielding a resonance centered at roughly 20 ppm.
(Note that the isotropic and anisotropic chemical shifts of
DMPC and DMPG are too similar to be resolved under these
conditions.) This is behavior indicative of positive magnetic
alignment, as expected in the presence of Yb3þ, wherein the
normal to the bilayer plane is oriented parallel to the direction of
the magnetic field. From the integrated peak areas, one may
calculate the relative amounts of DMPCþDMPG versus DHPC.
For the specific case of the R = 0.1 sample shown in Figure 6, the
apparent mole fraction of DHPC present is XDHPC = 0.176. The
R = 0.1 sample employed for SANS measurements had an
ostensible DHPC mole fraction of XDHPC = 0.154. As will be
discussed below, this small difference in the composition of the
NMR versus SANS samples is of little importance when compar-
ing SANS and NMR results for fpore.
With increasing temperature, the frequency of the DHPC

resonance shifts progressively toward that of DMPCþDMPG.
Triba et al.94 have interpreted such observations in terms of their
“mixed bicelle model” in which DHPC at lower temperatures
resides almost exclusively within highly curved edge regions of
the bicellar assemblies, hence its isotropic 31P NMR resonance
position, but becomes progressively more miscible with DMPC
(and DMPG) upon increasing temperature. Assuming fast

Figure 5. Estimated bilayer pore fraction, fpores, from SANS analysis of
the DMPC/DHPC/DMPG mixture at R = 0.1 (9).
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exchange of DHPC between edge and planar regions of the
bicellar assembly, the observed frequency of the DHPC 31P
NMR resonance then reflects the equilibrium distribution of
DHPC between these two environments. With the simplifying
assumptions that the long-chain lipids DMPC and DMPG never
occupy highly curved regions, and that the 31P NMR isotropic
and anisotropic chemical shifts of DMPC and DHPC are
identical in the two environments, one may calculate an effective
fractional population of DHPC occupying planar regions, ω*,
from the observed chemical shifts of DHPC (ωDHPC) and
DMPCþDMPG (ωDMPC) via eq 8.

ω� ¼
ωDHPC

ωDMPC
ð8Þ

The results of such a calculation are shown in Figure 7 for the two
DMPG compositions, R = 0.02 and 0.10, relevant for comparison
with SANS results. Evidently, DHPC progressively migrates
from edge into planar regions of the bicelles with increasing
temperature for both DMPG contents. Other DMPG composi-
tions were investigated, specifically R = 0.05 and 0.15, and
showed essentially identical effects. Note that increasing the
DMPG content introduces surface charges which stiffen the
bilayer and reduce thermal undulations. The resulting increase in
the bicellar order parameter, Sbicelle, produces an increased
residual chemical shift anisotropy for both DMPC and DHPC
such that both ωDHPC and ωDMPC increase. By taking the ratio
ω* = ωDHPC/ωDMPC, eq 8 compensates for this ordering effect
of DMPG. As shown in Figure 7, ω* is virtually independent of
the R value, indicating that DMPG content does not particularly
influence the equilibrium distribution of DHPC between planar
and edge regions, at least over this range of DMPG compositions.
Further to this effect, one may calculate from the observed 31P

NMR chemical shifts the quantity Q* relating the ratio of planar-
to-edge lipids as per eq 9,

Q� ¼
Q þω�

1�ω�

� �

ð9Þ

where, again, Q = (DMPCþDMPG)/DHPC, ω* = ωDHPC/
ωDMPC, andωDHPC andωDMPC are the observed chemical shifts
of DHPC and DMPCþDMPG, respectively. The inverse quan-
tity, 1/Q*, then represents the ratio of total lipid available to form
edge regions versus the total lipid forming planar regions. As
plotted in Figure 7, 1/Q* progressively and significantly de-
creases with increasing temperature. Hence, the surface fractional
area of pores must decrease, in agreement with the explanation
for the SANS results on interlamellar spacing and temperature.
Whether the size of individual pores, the number of pores, or
some combination of both is changing cannot be determined in
this fashion.Q* can be related to a surface fractional area of pores
upon assuming a particular model of pore morphology.94,95,117

However, the surface fractional area of pores can be determined
in a direct fashion from NMR diffusion measurements on
transbilayer diffusion of water,95 as described next.

1H PFG STE NMR spectra acquired from the same positively
magnetically aligned DMPC/DHPC/DMPG (Q = 5, R = 0.1)
bicellar mixture contain a single large spectral signal originating

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of 31PNMR spectra from aQ = 5.0,
R = 0.1 DMPC/DHPC/DMPG mixture containing YbCl3 at a Yb

3þ/
lipid ratio of 1/75 to produce positive magnetic alignment of the bicellar
mixtures.

Figure 7. Fraction of DHPC resident in lamellar regions (ω* =ωDHPC/
ωDMPC) (squares) and the proportion of edge versus lamellar lipids (1/
Q*) (circles) as derived from 31P NMR chemical shifts for DMPC/
DHPC/DMPG mixtures at Q = 5.0 and R = 0.02 (closed symbols) and
0.10 (open symbols), as a function of temperature.
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from water. Other resonances, originating with the bicellar lipids,
are visible only when the vertical scale is greatly expanded, since
these are generally broadened due to residual dipolar interactions
so that their intensity is diminished relative to the water
resonance upon being subjected to the STE pulse sequence.
When the gradient amplitude in the PFG STE NMR pulse
sequence is incrementally increased, the resonance intensity
decreases in proportion to the diffusion coefficient along the
direction of the applied field gradient, in this experiment
corresponding to the z-direction parallel to the direction of the
main magnetic field. Since the positive magnetic alignment of
these bicellar mixtures places the bilayer normal parallel to the
main magnetic field direction, the bilayer lamellae lie transverse
to the diffusion direction and form a series of barriers to diffusion.
The principal pathway for diffusion lies, therefore, through any
pores or perforations in these bilayer barriers. Water being small
relative to the expected dimension of any pore diameter, its
transbilayer diffusion will reflect only the total fractional surface
area of pores and not the pore dimensions.
The diffusion coefficient is related to the resonance intensity

via eq 10,

I ¼ I
�

0 exp �DðγgδÞ2ðΔ� δ=3Þ
h i

ð10Þ

where δ (s) is the duration of the square gradient pulse of
magnitude g (Tm�1),γ is themagnetogyric ratio, andΔ (s) is the
experimental diffusion time.100 The effects of longitudinal and
transverse relaxation are included with I0*, the resonance intensity
in the absence of any applied field gradient. The apparent
diffusion coefficient is obtained from the slope in a plot of
ln(I/I0*) versus k = [(γgδ)2(Δ � δ/3)].
Figure 8 shows such semilogarithm plots for transbilayer water

diffusion in positively magnetically aligned DMPC/DHPC/
DMPG (Q = 5, R = 0.1) bicellar mixtures at several different
temperatures. Qualitatively, one observes single exponential
decays, meaning that a single average diffusion coefficient is
sufficient to describe the diffusion of all water molecules. Thus,
exchange between environments expected to exhibit different

diffusion properties, such as water bound to the lipid bilayer
surface versus water resident within bilayer pores versus bulk
water in the lamellar interstices, must be fast on the time scale of
the diffusion measurement (Δ = 100 ms in this case). At 308 K,
the transbilayer water diffusion coefficient is 8� 10�10m2 s�1, or
roughly one-third of that of bulk water at the same
temperature,102 demonstrating that the bicellar lamellae signifi-
cantly obstruct water diffusion in the transbilayer direction.
Nevertheless, this diffusion coefficient is far greater than the
lamellar limit of D ∼ 10�13�10�14 m2 s�1 expected for near
perfect lamellar bilayer sheets,118,119 which points to the pre-
sence of lamellar defects arising from the addition of DHPC. The
corresponding root-mean-square displacement, Æz2æ1/2 =
Æ6DΔæ1/2, is on the order of tens of micrometers, equivalent to
roughly a thousand interlamellar repeats as measured from SANS
data. Hence, the apparent transbilayer water diffusion coefficient
represents an average permeation across multiple bilayer barriers.
Quantitatively, Figure 8 shows that the transbilayer water

diffusion coefficient decreases with increasing temperature, in
direct contrast to the behavior of bulk water, but in agreement
with a previous study.95Figure 9 shows this in greater detail where
the observed transbilayer water diffusion coefficient, normalized
with respect to the diffusion coefficient of bulk water at the
corresponding temperature, is plotted as a function of tempera-
ture for several different DMPG compositions spanning the range
0.02eRe 0.15. In each case, there is a substantial decrease in the
diffusion coefficient with increasing temperature. In the tempera-
ture region immediately above the DMPC phase transition
(∼295 K), there is a considerable range of D/D0 values as the
different DMPG compositions and sample histories influence the
precise position and width of this transition as well as the quality
of magnetic alignment. However, at temperatures above roughly
300 K, D/D0 was essentially independent of the DMPG compo-
sition in the range investigated. Likewise, the presence or absence
of salt (100 mM KCl) made little or no difference.

Figure 8. Semilog plot of the integrated intensity of the water resonance
in 1H STE PFGNMR spectra of a positively magnetically alignedQ = 5,
R = 0.1 DMPC/DHPC/DMPG bicellar mixture at four different
temperatures versus the experimental factor k = (γδg)2(Δ � δ/3).
The slope in such plots is proportional to the diffusion coefficient D as
per eq 10, in this case corresponding to water diffusion in the transbilayer
direction. Temperature (K): 298 (b), 303 (4), 308 (9), 313 (]).

Figure 9. Apparent bilayer pore fraction, fpores = D/D0, from NMR
diffusion analysis of transbilayer water diffusion coefficients in positively
magnetically aligned DMPC/DHPC/DMPG mixtures at various R =
DMPG/DMPC molar ratios as a function of temperature (open
symbols), and correlated with the fraction of lipids available to form
pores (1/Q*) as derived from 31P NMR chemical shifts for the same
mixture at the same temperature (closed symbols).D0 refers to diffusion
coefficient of bulk water at the corresponding temperature. R = 0.02
(circles); 0.05 (triangles); 0.10 (squares); 0.15 (tilted squares).
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To explain the counterintuitive temperature dependence of
the transbilayer water diffusion in such bicellar mixtures, we link
to the behavior of DHPC as deduced from 31P NMR.
Previously,51 it was argued that the relevant physical parameter
dictating the transbilayer water diffusion is the relative surface
fraction of lamellar versus pore regions, so that a simple relation-
ship pertains between the two, as per eq 11,

D

D0
¼

1

1þ
Alam

Aperf

¼ fpores ð11Þ

where D0 is the corresponding diffusion coefficient of bulk water
and Alam and Aperf are the respective surface areas of lamellar
regions and perforations. The fractional surface area of pores is
inversely proportional to the fraction of lamellar versus edge
lipids as embodied in the 31P NMR-derived quantity Q*.
Figure 9 shows the relationship betweenD/D0 = fpores, derived

from transbilayer water diffusion data at a particular temperature,
and the 31P NMR-derived quantity 1/Q*, with the latter being
proportional to the fractional surface area of pores, at the same
temperature, for various DMPG compositions R = DMPG/
DMPC. In all cases, the same correlation between decreasing
transbilayer water diffusion and decreasing surface fractional area
of pores with increasing temperature is evident. In fact, within the
error of the diffusion measurements, there is very little to
differentiate the various DMPG compositions from one another,
suggesting, again, that the DMPG composition does not parti-
cularly influence fpores.
Comparing the surface pore fractional area estimated from

SANS and NMR diffusion measurements reveals that values of
fpores obtained from NMR diffusion were uniformly greater than
those obtained from SANS by roughly a factor of 2, regardless of
temperature. For the SANS data, perhaps the greatest source of
uncertainty is the value of dB upon which the estimate of fpores
depends and which is obtained by fitting an admittedly simple
scattering density model that is more useful for estimating
relative changes than absolute values. For the NMR data, perhaps
the greatest source of uncertainty is the assumption that water
permeation through lamellar regions is negligible, despite the
presence of DHPC in such regions. The small differences in the
mole fraction of DHPC present in the samples used for NMR
versus SANS measurements are certainly insufficient to account
for the large differences in calculated values of fpores for the two
techniques.
Further to a comparison of SANS-derived and NMR-derived

pore fractions, one may calculate the increase in the interstitial
volume due to annealing of the bicellar pores with increasing
temperature from some initial to some final value using

ΔVinterstitial=unit area ¼ ðd� dbÞfinal � ðd� dbÞinitial ð12Þ

where d is the interlamellar spacing and dB is the bilayer
thickness. The corresponding loss of volume in the bilayer due
to annealing of pores is calculated via

ΔVbilayer=unit area ¼ ðdBfporeÞfinal � ðdBfporeÞinitial ð13Þ

The ratio ΔVbilayer/ΔVinterstitial permits an evaluation of the
reliability of values of fpore derived from SANS and from NMR.
For the temperature range between 303 and 313 K, for example,
the SANS data yield a ratio ΔVbilayer/ΔVinterstitial on the order of
0.20, indicating that the apparent decrease in the fraction of pores
in the bilayer accounts for only roughly 20% of the increased

interstitial volume. For the NMR-derived fpore values, the corre-
sponding ratio is 0.93, showing that the increase in interstitial
volume observed via SANS d values is essentially fully accounted
for by the decrease in bilayer pore fraction calculated from NMR
transbilayer diffusion data.

’CONCLUSIONS

We have provided evidence that the magnetically alignable
smectic phase of DMPC/DHPC/DMPG aggregates is made up
of perforated lamellae, and that the area fraction of the bilayers
occupied by pores decreases with increasing temperature. The
thermal evolution of the bilayer’s morphology, as deduced from a
combination of SANS, 31P NMR, and NMR diffusion observa-
tions, is summarized in Figure 10. With increasing T, DHPC
molecules are able to migrate from edge regions into lamellar
regions, by virtue of their greater miscibility with DMPC at
higher temperatures. The resulting decreased pore area fraction
produces a concomitantly decreased transbilayer water diffusion
coefficient D. The water occupying such pores is squeezed out
and forced into the interlamellar region, thereby increasing the
interlamellar spacing d.

These findings have potential ramifications both for solution
state NMR studies of soluble proteins where bicelles are used as
an alignment medium, and for solid state NMR studies of
membrane proteins where bicelles are a membrane mimetic.
The partial alignment of soluble proteins (and other species)
produces residual dipolar couplings (or anisotropic chemical
shifts or quadrupolar couplings) which aid in constraining

Figure 10. Schematic cross section through a set of stacked perforated
lamellae of DMPC/DHPC bicellar mixtures, illustrating temperature
effects on morphology. The planar part of the bilayer is composed
primarily of the long-chain lipids, DMPC (white), while the curved
edges of the pores/perforations are coated with DHPC (black). As
temperature increases, DHPC becomes progressively more miscible
with DMPC and able to migrate into planar regions, thus reducing the
surface fractional area of pores. Consequently, water resident within
pores at low temperatures is expelled into the interlamellar regions at
higher temperatures, thereby increasing the interlamellar spacing d. As a
further consequence, water diffusion in the transbilayer direction is
reduced.
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protein structure models issues, such as relative subdomain
orientations in multidomain proteins.58,61,62,65�67 Critical to
such questions is a determination of the magnitude of the
asymmetric alignment tensor,59 which depends on the degree
of constraint imposed by the alignment medium and, hence, the
spacing between the bicellar lamellae. The counterintuitive
effects of temperature on this spacing as found here will be a
consideration in such studies, particularly for temperature-de-
pendent dynamics investigations. For solid state NMR studies of
membrane protein structure, topology, and dynamics, it is
established that bilayer lipid composition influences helical tilt
and dynamics,18 as does any hydrophobic mismatch between
protein and bilayer lipids,33 while the Q ratio specifically influ-
ences protein stability, secondary structure, and dynamics.29 The
differential miscibility of DHPC within the planar region of
bicelles as a function of temperature will clearly influence such
protein properties.

Finally, only a single Q ratio has been investigated here. It
would be of importance, clearly, to investigate a range ofQ ratios
to establish how broadly these phenomena are observable.
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